[Reprogramming and epigenesis].
The fact that the nucleus of a differentiated somatic cell can be reprogrammed in order to sustain embryonic development is now well established. Experiments of somatic cell nuclear transfer (cloning) have proved that a foreign nucleus introduced into an enucleated oocyte can give rise to physiologically normal offsprings, with a normal lifespan. Such evidence of genome expression plasticity is also observed experimentally with heterokaryons, created by the fusion or the nuclear transfer between two somatic cells, where differentiated nuclei are able to express genes characteristic of the host cell. However, the epigenetic mechanisms that permit nuclear plasticity remain poorly understood. In this paper we present the main evidences showing important modifications of the large scale organisation of chromosomal domains and of the DNA methylation pattern upon nuclear transfer and during the first cleavages. These modifications of epigenetic marks, brought by an intimate contact between the chromatin and the recipient oocyte cytoplasmic factors, appear essential for further development. They are established over the first cell cycles of development. The onset of embryonic genome activation and the first cellular differentiation events that occur over the implantation period are two additional check-points of reprogramming that appear to be also highly dependent on epigenetic alterations. Beyond those stages, defective placental functions might be directly responsible for the fetal and postnatal physiopathologies frequently observed in cloned animals. No direct link between preimplantation reprogramming defaults, placental dysfunctions and low development to term has been established yet. The epigenetics studies which are now used to characterise loci specific and probably genotype dependent alterations in cloned animals of different species will provide invaluable help to define the role of epigenesis in the achievement of a developmental program.